Suppose a complex has a fixed number of r-dimensional faces. How many s-dimensional faces can it have ? In particular, what is the maximum possible number if r < s, and the minimum possible number if r > s ? For a subeomplex of a simplex, this has already been answered in Kruskal [3]. The work of Bernstein [1 ] and Harper [2]
One purpose of this note is to point out an analogy between results of Bernstein [1] and Harper [2] and the results of Kruskal [3] . Another is to state precisely the formulas that hold if the analogy can be relied on. I believe these results are almost certainly true.
The proof of the general result in Kruskal [3] is very complicated, and the much more special analogous results of Bernstein and Harper also take some work. Thus a straightforward proof using the existing methods might be quite difficult. However, it seems possible that some novel insight might provide a unified and much simpler proof which would include both the theorem in Kruskal and the conjecture stated here.
Let C be a finite abstract complex, 1 and consider a subcomplex C' which has exactly n faces of dimension r. What can we say about the number of faces of dimension s ? Let fc(,,; r, s) be the maximum possible number (if r ~< s) or the minimum possible number (if r >~ s) of s-dimensional faces that the subcomplex can have.
In the case that C is a simplex, Kruskal gives an elegant formula for f and also describes a "cascade" complex C' which optimizes the number of s-dimensional faces. In the case that C is a higher-dimensional cube,
Harper describes an optimum complex C' for r = 0 and s ----1. However, his proof contains a gap. Bernstein names the optimum complex a Harper array, fills the gap, and further clarifies the situation. While neither of these authors actually gives a formula for f, it is only a small step from their work to write a formula for r = 0 and s = 1.
There is a very strong analogy between the cascade complex in a simplex and the Harper complex in a higher dimensional cube. It is almost surely true that just as a single cascade complex having n faces of dimension r simultaneously optimizes the number of s-dimensional faces for every s, the Harper complex does the same thing in a cube. (Optimize here means maximize if r < s, and minimize if r > s.)
To express both the actual formula for the simplex case and the conjectured formula for the cube case in a single statement, we use the numbers g(r, i, m). Table I shows the general formula for these numbers in both situations and particular formulas in several cases. It is important to note that for fixed r and i, g is monotone increasing in m.
The formula or algorithm for finding f(n; r, s) is then quite simple. Pick mx as large as possible satisfying n ~/g(r, 1, mO.
Then pick ms as large as possible satisfying n ~ g(r, 1, ml) + g(r, 2, m2).
Proceed in this way until it is not possible to add more terms. If, at this point, n is actually equal to the sum on the right, then f(n; r, s) = g(s, 1, mO q-g(s, 2, m2) q-"'"
In the simplex case, this is as far as we need go, since equality is always achieved. In the cube case, if equality is not reached, we use the decomposition based on n' instead of n, where if r < s then n' is the largest integer smaller than n for which equality is achieved, and if r > s then n' is the smallest integer larger than n for which equality is reached. 
